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1. Introduction and Background
Project 2005 & the 1995 Futures Committee
In February 1995, a group of 20 rural telecom industry leaders convened the first NTCA Futures
Committee meeting in anticipation of tackling a new initiative called Project 2005. Project 2005 involved
a strategic planning process toward the creation of a sample strategic business plan for a typical
telephone cooperative in 2005, although it explicitly noted that the principles presented would apply
to all small commercial and cooperative telephone companies “regardless of how they are organized.”
After a series of meetings over the remainder of that year, the Futures Committee produced its “Project
2005 White Paper,” a copy of which has been attached hereto as Appendix A.
To develop the strategic plan embodied in the white paper, the 1995 Futures Committee created
“All Star Telephone Cooperative,” which was described as “a fictitious, average sized telephone
cooperative.” Key features of the company included details on its number of employees (20), its
ownership of a digital switch and its outside plant deployment (92% of its network being copper to
customer premises, with fiber for interoffice connections between the host switch and remotes). Other
pertinent details include distance from the nearest interexchange carrier point of presence (20 miles),
and ownership of facilities to the Bell Operating Co. tandem. The company was noted as having 4,000
access lines and historic 4% line growth, “although it is expected that this growth should accelerate
over the next several years.” Regulatory details included its average schedule status, lack of explicit
universal service subsidy and percentage of total revenues derived from access charges (64%).
While such details present an enjoyable trip down memory lane to some degree for those in the telecom
business for decades, they indeed appear relatively consistent with the average experience of rural
telcos in 1995—and also present an interesting picture of the relatively stable and monolithic nature
of the industry at the time. Indeed, the 1995 Futures Committee anticipated astoundingly well the
impending dynamism of the industry, capturing many of the challenges and opportunities expected
to arise over the next decade. Such “environmental issues” included the “growth of PC technology”
and “growth in the use of and exposure to the internet,” an aging rural population, the confluence
of “the entertainment, communications and information businesses,” trends toward competition
and partnerships, the obsolescence of switches, the growth of wireless services, and reductions to
regulated support revenues and mechanisms in the face of increased market-opening measures and
regulatory pressures.
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Just as the 1995 Futures Committee did a remarkable job in anticipating changes that would come over
the next decade, the comprehensive strategic plan ultimately developed for Project 2005 set forth many
recommendations that ring true even today. For example, the plan highlighted the need for All Star
Telephone Cooperative to get ahead of convergence and competition, leveraging its “core business”
to expand into lines of business and avoid stagnation or even decline while recommending the need to
develop “a complete product line (one stop shop) of entertainment, communications and information
services.” (Of course, one of the recommendations included entering the now-oft-dreaded CATV
business, although even that recommendation wisely positioned such entry as important particularly
for “market positioning” and as a “precursor to broadband services.”) The need to acquire talent and
train employees for new technical and marketing skills also featured prominently in the plan, along with
notations that much greater efficiencies would be needed to operate in a competitive environment.

The Current Futures Task Force
In late 2016, the NTCA Board of Directors approved the creation of a Futures Task Force, an initiative
inspired by and modeled after the efforts of the 1995 Futures Committee. Composed again of 20 NTCA
member leaders representing a broad cross-section of association membership in terms of geography,
lines of business and firm size, the task force was asked to develop a work product that could be
reviewed by the board and then published to the full membership as a guideline and aid in strategic
planning and progressive business thinking. This report represents the initial publication in what is
hoped to be an ongoing and interactive process.
Many of the changes anticipated by the 1995 Futures Committee as complicating the
telecommunications industry landscape by the year 2005, however, also presented challenges to the
new Futures Task Force in scoping this project and identifying direction. While the rural telephone
industry was on the cusp of momentous disruption and metamorphosis in 1995, the changes that were
still to come back then have long since taken root, and they continue to evolve even today. Thus, in first
considering the scope of this project, the Futures Task Force determined that the approach prudently
taken by the 1995 Futures Committee—creating a “typical” telco and identifying how it might plan for or
respond to changes in the marketplace—would be neither feasible nor accurate in today’s environment.
More specifically, precisely because of the still-evolving sets of changes first glimpsed on the horizon by
the 1995 Futures Committee, the current Futures Task Force concluded that there is no effective way in
today’s marketplace to define a “typical” telco. Although the rural telecom industry has long been known
for its independent status, and even as cooperative and commercial companies alike have shared
heritage (and commitment) as hometown-based rural communications providers, the diverse choices
made by individual firms over the past 20-plus years in the face of competitive pressures, technological
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change, and evolving consumer preferences render it all but impossible to fashion a “typical” telco or
even to define with any ease or precision several different flavors of rural operators. In addition to the
diversity of terrain and size (or corporate status) that might have distinguished telephone companies
from one another in 1995 or 2005, today’s “independents” have distinct product and technology mixes,
competitive pressures, lines of business and even regulatory classifications that only underscore the
idea that there is no one-size-fits-all approach today to rural telecommunications.

A Matrix of Challenges, Issues, Characteristics and Opportunities
In light of these conclusions, the Futures Task Force was compelled to take a different approach than
the work of its predecessors in 1995. Specifically, rather than devise some version of a SWOT analysis
and a singular strategic business plan for a “typical” company, the current group decided to develop a
matrix that would identify various challenges and issues faced by companies operating in the
telecommunications industry generally and by rural operators in particular.
For example, whereas All Star Telephone Cooperative in 1995
was relatively reliant on regulated sources of income (with
access charges representing 64% of revenues) much like
the rest of the industry at the time presumably, the matrix to
be developed would simply indicate “Reliance on Support/
Regulated Revenues” as one kind of challenge and issue that
can affect rural telecom operators. But these challenges and
issues would then be mapped to relative characteristics of
various companies; so, staying with the example of reliance
on regulated revenues, the characteristics could range from
“none” to “high,” such that telcos today could review the
matrix and consider how various characteristics might affect
their operations. The Futures Task Force further believed it
important, however, to identify opportunities at every turn with
respect to challenges and issues and present them as ideas for
firms to consider in facing such issues and looking for thoughts
as leverage to overcome them.

The Futures Task Force further
believed it important, however,
to identify opportunities at every
turn with respect to Challenges
and Issues and present them
as ideas for firms to consider in
facing such issues and looking
for thoughts in as leverage to
overcome them.

Yet, as the current Futures Task Force project wound its course, it quickly became apparent that the
potential permutations of telco challenges, issues and characteristics were so significant that a matrix
that covered every possible difference would become cumbersome to the point of losing all utility
for NTCA members looking to use this report in a meaningful way. Thus, as discussed below, after
considering more than a dozen different characteristics of telcos and developing an initial list of 10, the
Futures Task Force ultimately focused upon six it saw as more important in differentiating telcos and
affecting business plans.
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The matrix attached to this report (see Appendix B) is intended then to give each NTCA member a
variety of tailored, self-selection reference tools to review in considering what sorts of issues it may
face based upon its own characteristics and suggested potential opportunities for companies of a
given set of characteristics to consider in the face of challenges and issues. For example, a “very small”
NTCA member (in terms of total company revenues) would likely face different concerns than a “very
large” telco, and the matrix spells out those differences for each such company (and companies on the
spectrum in between). The matrix then identifies some opportunities that might arise for companies with
each kind of profile; as one rather obvious example, a company with relatively high density might likely
find it easier to deploy more future-proof networks to most/all customers, whereas a telco with very low
density might consider using a variety of alternative technologies to reach consumers, particularly in the
face of what might be more limited competition across that wide footprint.
It will also be noted that the matrix does not specify what constitutes “very small” as compared to
“very large,” for example. This involved much discussion as well, and is purposeful. In the end, it is
hard to draw bright lines that differentiate companies in many of these characteristics. Moreover, the
same diversity in the industry that makes it difficult to adopt a template or one-size-fits-all approach to
planning as noted above complicates, if not defeats, an effort
to draw hard lines between categories; for example, what is
The ultimate goal of such a
“sparsely populated” in one part of the country could very
survey would be to develop
well look “densely populated” in another (even as all are rural).
Finally, the Futures Task Force wanted to some degree to allow
forums for discussion and
firms to self-select where they stand on the characteristics,
programming and/or more
based in part upon what challenges and opportunities they see
as relevant to their business and operations.
targeted guidance for discrete

groups that happen to share

The ultimate goal of the matrix, when combined with this report,
is to give NTCA members of all shapes, sizes and interests
similar characteristics and
a common, but tailored, reference point to which to look in
thus face similar concerns
assessing their challenges and issues and considering their
opportunities. In connection with this goal, to help facilitate
and may see or seek similar
effective use of these tools over time and to promote more
opportunities.
granular information-sharing among the industry with respect
to shared challenges and opportunities despite the diversity
of the NTCA membership, the Futures Task Force also has recommended, as discussed further in this
report, the development of a survey by NTCA to help members understand how/where they identify as
compared to other rural telcos with respect to the various challenges and issues and characteristics.
The ultimate goal of such a survey would be to develop forums for discussion and programming and/or
more targeted guidance for discrete groups that happen to share similar characteristics and thus face
similar concerns and may see or seek similar opportunities.
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Case Studies—Success and Failures
Although the preliminary work of the Futures Task Force
focused on deciding how best to capture and present
some common threads to aid strategic guidance for truly
independent and diverse operators, as the group’s review
progressed, consensus developed that more guidance would
be helpful beyond a chart mapping challenges and issues to
certain characteristics and suggesting potential opportunities
in abbreviated matrix form. In particular, the group migrated
toward discussion of case studies—illustrative examples
of firms of different kinds facing different challenges and
descriptions of the efforts made by those telcos to address or
overcome those issues.

The task force discussed that
“lessons learned” often come
as much from failures as from
successes, and the case
studies included within this
report are therefore intended
for both better and worse to
provide real-life examples of the
kinds of issues presented and

The task force discussed that “lessons learned” often come
discussed in the matrix.
as much from failures as from successes, and the case
studies included within this report are therefore intended for
both better and worse to provide real-life examples of the kinds of issues presented and discussed
in the matrix. Consistent as well with the approach and goals of the matrix, the case studies identify
opportunities arising out of both success and failures—instances where even an imperfect product
launch or adversity faced in undertaking a new project led to an important lesson that guided future
efforts or even could be converted into a new line of business that was unanticipated at the start of the
effort. The Futures Task Force hopes that these case studies will prompt not only creative thinking about
potential opportunities over the course of running a business, but as discussed further below, that they
will prompt others to share similar stories and experiences in future settings to inform and guide other
NTCA members as they consider courses of action.

Innovation Through a Changing Sales Culture
Finally, the Futures Task Force discussed the need for NTCA members and other telcos to consider
an evolution, or a “changing of cultures,” with the rural telecom industry. In 1995 when the first Futures
Committee did its work, the local exchange industry was a regulated monopoly, with competition only
starting to knock on the door mostly in urban markets via competitive access providers. Although changes
in law the next year enabled competition specifically in the local exchange marketplace, rural markets
still enjoyed some legal and regulatory protections in the name of universal service, and it was ultimately
technological change—such as increasingly robust wireless networks and the advent of over-the-top
services—that appears to have made competition more of a reality even in some of the most rural markets.
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The Futures Task Force believes strongly that this evolution in
The Futures Task Force believes
technology and competitive presence necessitates a changing
a proactive change in the
of culture within the rural telecom industry. This paper and
project does not attempt to tackle technology questions, as
sales culture within rural telcos
rapid evolution in technology and unique company- and areais a predicate to innovation
specific considerations drive each firm’s choice of technological
solutions. Rather, this report focuses primarily on encouraging
and success, regardless of
changes in business planning and culture. In particular,
the specific characteristics,
whereas in the past, rural telcos may have been able to sit back
and operate as “order takers” (or “gatherers”) in an environment challenges or issues faced by
where customers had only one place to go for their telecom
individual companies.
services, the Futures Task Force contends that today’s rural
telcos must be aggressive “order getters” (or “hunters”) that
proactively plan new service offerings, market those offerings in creative ways, and look to differentiate
themselves from would-be competitors via not only price where possible, but also hometown presence,
service quality and responsiveness. Similarly, while regulated cost recovery mechanisms remain
important for rural telcos to serve many areas and remain an essential aspect of both public policy and
NTCA advocacy, efforts should be considered to minimize reliance upon those to the extent possible
through innovation in business strategies. Thus, as discussed further below, the Futures Task Force
believes a proactive change in the sales culture within rural telcos is a predicate to innovation and
success, regardless of the specific characteristics, challenges or issues faced by individual companies.

2. A Matrix of Characteristics, Challenges,
Issues and Opportunities
As noted earlier, the Futures Task Force considered, but ultimately rejected, the notion of developing
a “typical telco” given the diversity arising in the industry driven by the varied challenges and issues
first glimpsed by the 1995 Futures Committee in the Project 2005 White Paper. Although a longstanding adage in the rural telecom industry observes that the companies are called independents
for a reason, this has perhaps never been more true than today where evolution in technologies and
consumer preferences and competitive pressures make it impossible to identify a “typical telco.”
Not only do geography and terrain differ, but one company can offer an entirely different product mix
than a neighbor only tens of miles away and employ an entirely different business plan for growth.
Indeed, for this reason, the Futures Task Force believed that it would be difficult even to identify several
permutations of telcos in today’s more dynamic telecom environment. Moreover, the Futures Task
Force considered it important to challenge firms to some degree to consider ways of differentiating
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themselves—to gain insight into how they differ from one another in and to prompt critical thinking
as to whether different approaches might help overcome challenges and find new opportunities. The
challenges and issues and characteristics identified by the Futures Task Force thus represent a means
of allowing the community of rural telcos to self-select and create their own unique profiles.
At the same time, the Futures Task Force noted, and thought
From the perspective of the rest
it essential to highlight, the remaining commonality among
of the telecom industry then,
and shared heritage of rural telcos. Even as they have evolved
in different directions as parts of proactive business plans
and policymakers too, rural
or in response to challenges in their markets, these firms sit
telcos look quite similar and
atop a common foundation and still do share some common
challenges as compared to others in the telecom industry—
subject to common problems...
whether cooperatives or commercial operators, they were
formed to address rural community needs for vital communications links that were not being addressed,
and they all continue today to serve areas that are, in significant part, deeply rural and present difficult
business cases for investment and operations. From the perspective of the rest of the telecom industry
then, and policymakers too, rural telcos look quite similar and subject to common problems—such as
how ultimately to achieve and sustain universal service in areas that would not be the first choice of
commercial firms looking to enter and invest in new markets.
In developing the matrix, the Task Force settled first upon a sizeable list of characteristics that might
differentiate telcos and thereby allow them to start to self-select their respective profiles, including:
1. Geographic Size of Footprint
2. Addressable Market Size (Including Reasonable Opportunities for Expansion)
3. Company Size (Total Revenues)
4. Company Form
5. Competitor Presence
6. Access to Middle Mile Facilities
7. Technology Mix
8. Service Mix/Lines of Business
9. Reliance on Support/Regulated Revenues
10. Common Challenges Among All Telcos
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Upon further reflection, however, the Task Force recognized that identifying so many characteristics
could complicate, rather than assist, the use of this work product. Even if it might accurately depict
the diversity of telco operations, putting so many variables into consideration made the analysis more
cumbersome and was likely to yield diminishing returns in trying to process all such information.
Therefore, the group decided it best to reduce and revise the list to focus on a few of the most relevant
characteristics that would seem likely to differentiate rural telcos from one another; this reduced list of
six most determinative characteristics now forms the matrix attached to this report:
1. Overall Density of Areas Served

The group decided it best

2. Addressable Market Size (Including Reasonable
Opportunities for Geographic Expansion)

to reduce and revise the

3. Company Size (Total Company Revenues)

list to focus on a few of the

4. Relative Ratio—Business:Residential Customers
5. Competitor Presence
6. Reliance on Support/Regulated Revenues
The group then identified the following categories of challenges
and issues that telcos of different kinds would likely face in
providing services and investing in networks in rural areas:

most relevant characteristics
that would seem likely to
differentiate rural telcos from
one another...

1. Competitive & Consumer Challenges/Issues—e.g., extent of competition in a market; residential vs.
business mix and relative sophistication/expectations of customer base
2. Technological Challenges/Issues—e.g., equipment, network investment choices,
maintenance needs
3. Financial (Nonregulatory) Challenges/Issues—e.g., ability to attract or otherwise generate capital,
cost containment, market prospects, scale and scope considerations
4. Regulatory Challenges/Issues—e.g., susceptibility of market to regulatory dependence or
interference, barriers to deployment or costs of regulation
5. Other Operational Challenges/Issues—e.g., employee recruitment/retention/management,
approach to sales and marketing, demographics of marketplace
These five challenges and issues are then mapped to each of the six characteristics above in the
attached matrix to give rural telcos a reference guide of how each could manifest for different kinds
of companies. But, as mentioned earlier, the matrix also then includes a column outlining potential
opportunities—a preliminary indication of the sorts of silver linings that operators might consider or find
lurking within various kinds of challenges confronted.
In addition to providing sample case studies as part of this report to show what kinds of opportunities
may exist (or may not always pan out), the Futures Task Force has suggested surveying the NTCA
membership to determine how the companies self-select based upon the characteristics in the matrix
and to then use that information to promote sharing of information across the NTCA membership at
a granular level about lessons (opportunities) gleaned from the experiences of other firms that share
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common characteristics. Indeed, the notion of identifying opportunities (and urging sharing of stories
and experiences to identify more and drill down on them) was ultimately the most important objective
of the Task Force. The Futures Task Force wanted not only to allow rural telcos to self-identify their
types and consider the problems they face, but to provide a practical tool for strategic planning and
information sharing based upon that self-assessment.
Finally, it is the sincere hope of the Futures Task Force that the matrix and other aspects of this project
can and will become an iterative document. Particularly as to the identification of opportunities and
further case studies, this effort will only benefit from additional guidance and input from NTCA members
using the document to chart their own course and report back with information on other lessons
learned—successes or failures—that can help inform other similarly situated operators in the future.

3. Sample Case Studies on Opportunities:
Lessons Learned From Successes—and Failures
A. Sample Case Study 1—Bundling Services for Success
Telco Profile
• Density: Low
• Addressable Market Size (Including Reasonable Opportunities for Expansion): Low
• Company Size (Total Company Revenues): Medium
• Relative Ratio—Business:Residential Customers: Low
• Competitor Presence: Low
• Reliance on Support/Regulated Revenues: Medium
Telco has been exploring creative product and service bundling practices to create a better sense of value
for customers, to enable customers to obtain broadband services at affordable rates while addressing
declining demand for voice services, and to increase telco’s average revenue per user (ARPU).
Like many smaller providers, Telco has faced challenges in the form of consumers choosing to use their
cellphones as a dial-tone replacement for their landline services where signal coverage is sufficient and
reliable. Unfortunately, due to the structure of regulated cost recovery mechanisms, offering internetonly services remains difficult for Telco (much as is the case for other smaller providers). Therefore, Telco
has been working to structure creative service offerings that provide continued consumer access to
telephone service within bundles that can then deliver the benefits of robust and affordable broadband
for consumers; in these cases, telephone service may be included, for example, for “free” within a
bundle. At the same time, Telco’s product development and marketing strategy has looked to structure
bundle offerings to present greater value from middle- or higher-tier offerings above more basic plans,
and thereby incent consumers to procure more robust and comprehensive bundles of services.
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In particular, Telco focused its bundle marketing and development on encouraging those consumers
procuring lower broadband speeds to upgrade to a higher minimum broadband speed where
available. These bundles include comparable pricing as a baseline to the existing services, but with
voice and unlimited long-distance calling features as well and with additional incentives to upgrade
to even higher speeds for an incremental additional amount per month. After one year of engaging in
this case study, Telco has found that value perception—the perceived ability to get more from higher
speeds and features than a basic plan—is driving growth, and that the bundle value proposition is
also helping to overcome aggravation on the part of consumers who are still required to take voice
service to obtain affordable broadband for regulatory reasons that are inexplicable to the average
consumer. Telco has in turn realized material ARPU improvements through the bundle marketing
strategy, as consumers often opt for higher speeds and greater bandwidth at an incremental price
when selecting to move into a new bundle.
These efforts were not without work, however. Telco needed to invest a substantial amount of energy
and planning time to structure the right bundles, and to ensure its bundling strategies would be
perceived as responsive, rather than disruptive, to consumer needs and expectations. Telco also
needed to undertake a significant training and education effort within its organization, particularly with
customer service representatives that were historically more inclined to triage customer concerns or
take orders than to focus upon “offering customers greater value”—even if that value might translate to
the consumer paying more per month.

B. Sample Case Study 2—Multitelco Creation of a Statewide
Fiber Network
Statewide Network Telcos’ Profiles
• Density: Low Individually; Medium to High in Expansion Areas
• Addressable Market Size (Including Reasonable Opportunities for Expansion): Small Individually;
Very Large in Expansion Areas
• Company Size (Total Company Revenues): Very Small to Medium Individually;
Large When Combined
• Relative Ratio—Business:Residential Customers: Low Individually; High in Expansion Areas
• Competitor Presence: Low Individually; High in Expansion Areas
• Reliance on Support/Regulated Revenues: Medium to High Individually; Low in Expansion Areas
Statewide Network is a limited liability corporation operated and formed by all of the rural telcos
operating in the state. The founding telecommunications providers recognized the need for a
collaborative approach to achieve a scale larger than their respective territory boundaries.
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Statewide Network and its owners have 40,000 miles of fiber optic facilities deployed across the state.
The owner telcos have a collective total plant investment worth more than $1.2 billion, and they have
invested more than $100 million per year in fiber construction for each of the last five years.
Statewide Network provides its owners with the capability to compete for and deliver middle- and
last-mile solutions to commercial and governmental entities in the state. In addition, Statewide Network
offers customers a single point of contact for ordering, provisioning and billing to the regional banks,
businesses and hospitals it serves. Statewide Network also gives its telco owners the ability to respond
to major Requests for Proposal (such as mobile wireless backhaul) through its broader geographic
reach and additional scale.
Beyond revenue opportunities, Statewide Network helps its owner companies manage transport/transit
costs by serving as a collective buyer of IP transit services, which creates greater scale and helps to
reduce each individual owner company’s upstream internet cost.

C. Sample Case Studies 3A and 3B—Partnering to Build Broadband
3A—Partnering Through Outsourcing
Telco Profile
• Density: Low
• Addressable Market Size (Including Reasonable Opportunities for Expansion): Very Large
• Company Size (Total Company Revenues): Medium
• Relative Ratio—Business:Residential Customers: Low
• Competitor Presence: Low
• Reliance on Support/Regulated Revenues: Medium

The Electric Board of Directors
knew greater financial support
and a partner would be

An electric cooperative (Electric) had been trying to help its
important in taking a more
members get broadband services for many years; the Electric’s
members are located in areas served by a larger incumbent
robust approach to broadband.
provider that had not invested in upgrades to its network for
effective broadband service. Electric had experimented with
satellite internet and some fixed wireless technologies to help connect its members. Recognizing that
satellite and fixed wireless were not providing effective long-term solutions, Electric considered other
measures. The Electric Board of Directors knew greater financial support and a partner would be
important in taking a more robust approach to broadband.
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In 2015, Telco staff started monthly meetings with Electric to scope out the project. Near the end of
2015, Telco presented a sample $4 million pilot project to the Electric board and management, with
50% of the funding assumed to come from grant funds under a state broadband program. Telco
presented the operational and financial options to Electric in the form of wholesale and retail models.
Electric ultimately applied to the state broadband program, seeking a grant for a FTTH project that
would serve 800 locations with an estimated 50% take rate. In January 2017, Electric’s application was
approved, with 50% of the project funded by state grant.
The next month, Telco and Electric started clearly defining and aligning the structure of their partnership
with the “seed capital” now in place. Moving quickly but carefully through this process was important
so that all terms could be settled prior to construction in the spring. Electric’s priorities as an electric
cooperative included: (1) ownership of the assets; (2) providing broadband and phone services to its
members; and (3) equitably sharing the risks and rewards with Telco. Telco’s priorities as a rural telecom
provider were: (1) properly building the network; (2) operating the network as efficiently as possible; and
(3) not being required to provide any capital of its own to help build the network.
Although each party’s third priority conflicted to some degree with the other’s, Electric and Telco
reached an understanding within a few months. Under the framework, Electric is responsible for retail
broadband services, billing the customer and providing level 1 support during regular business hours.
Meanwhile, Telco provides wholesale bandwidth, as well as level 2 and 3 support and provisioning.
In addition, Telco manages the actual construction of the network, and Telco will provide retail voice
service directly to the customers so that Electric does not need to pursue telecommunications
certification or be subject to telecom regulation.
The final contract was not signed until July 2017, but the
parties worked in good faith and under the basic terms
referenced above so the project could commence during the
construction season. Although there was some risk to this
approach, the parties collaborated to meet deadlines and move
the project forward during this period by configuring equipment,
conducting testing, installing software and undertaking training.

The Electric experience was
another confirmation to Telco of
its positive experience in such
partnerships, and provides
another path for future growth
beyond traditional provision of

Electric has seen higher-than-anticipated adoption in
connection with the project already. The first customer on this
regulated services.
network was activated in December 2017, and more than
340 customer contracts have been signed for services within the first sales campaign. The Electric
experience was another confirmation to Telco of its positive experience in such partnerships, and
provides another path for future growth beyond traditional provision of regulated services. As Electric
is likely to apply for additional funding to expand its services to other cooperative customers in its
footprint, Telco is already established as a trusted partner—and the Electric experience provides Telco
with additional testimonials for work with others that may consider broadband expansion in the future.
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3B—Partnering Through Shared Network Facilities
Telco Profile
• Density: Medium
• Addressable Market Size (Including Reasonable Opportunities for Expansion): Large
• Company Size (Total Company Revenues): Large
• Relative Ratio—Business:Residential Customers: Medium
• Competitor Presence: Medium
• Reliance on Support/Regulated Revenues: Medium
Telco is partnering with multiple electric cooperatives (Electrics) in a transaction combining assets
to create mutual benefit. As background, the Electrics utilize a statewide fiber transport network
operated by their jointly owned Generation & Transmission Cooperative (G&T). Although G&T
provides the Electrics with transport services to substations, certain portions of the statewide
network rely upon leased circuits rather than facilities that are owned or the subject of long-term
IRU arrangements. Meanwhile, Telco wished to expand into new competitive markets, but distance
between new markets and a lack of existing network facilities to reach those areas severely limited
the ability to execute upon expansion.
G&T approached a group of smaller telecom companies,
including Telco, about collectively leasing existing fiber
miles from the telecom providers to connect the Electrics’
headquarters in exchange for providing Telco and the other
telecom providers with access to newly built G&T fiber miles
that could facilitate expansion into new markets. Leveraging
access to the existing resources provided by the smaller
telecom providers and then building new fiber miles of its own
outside of the smaller telecom companies’ footprints where
no existing facilities were available, G&T was able to connect
its statewide network to eight new Electric headquarters.
In return, Telco and others in the smaller telecom provider
group gained direct dark fiber access to five new competitive
markets without any capital expense. The newly forged
relationship also opened the door for other conversations
with individual Electrics across the state as well as increased
access to G&T’s statewide fiber network.
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Telco and others in the smaller
telecom provider group gained
direct dark fiber access to
five new competitive markets
without any capital expense.
The newly forged relationship
also opened the door for other
conversations with individual
Electrics across the state as
well as increased access to
G&T’s statewide fiber network.
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D. Sample Case Study 4—Municipal Public-Private Partnership
Telco Profile
• Density: Low to Medium (unserved broadband areas in county)
• Addressable Market Size (Including Reasonable Opportunities for Expansion): Medium
• Company Size (Total Company Revenues): Medium
• Relative Ratio—Business:Residential Customers: Medium
• Competitor Presence: Low
• Reliance on Support/Regulated Revenues: None (not federal, but municipal grant provided)
Telco’s first attempt at a “public-private partnership” came
in the form of a county seeking providers to help deliver
broadband lacking access to higher-speed broadband
services. Telco first performed a feasibility study to help the
county understand the broadband economics of building
networks and delivering services in the area, and ultimately
reached an agreement to pass more than 5,000 locations
subject to receipt of a sizable grant from the county equaling
20% of the project.

Telco first performed a feasibility
study to help the county
understand the broadband
economics of building networks
and delivering services in the
area, and ultimately reached
an agreement to pass more

Although construction continues and new customers gained
than 5,000 locations subject to
include major anchor institutions in the county, Telco learned
several lessons from this initial partnership project that have
receipt of a sizable grant from
informed future efforts of a similar nature. For example, Telco
the county equaling 20% of
now charges for initial feasibility studies given the recognition
that a county or other partner could use such a study to
the project.
contract with another network operator after the fact. In
addition, the Telco believes that a higher level of matching/grant from the local government partner
should be sought in the case of rural builds in unserved areas. Finally, Telco has learned that it is
important to set reasonable expectations with respect to the amount of time required to complete
network construction; those not familiar with deploying broadband infrastructure may assume these are
projects that can be done in a matter of weeks, rather than months or even years depending upon the
size of the project, phases of construction planned, and environmental and historical approvals required.
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4. Innovation Through a Changing Sales Culture
Even as much of this report is devoted to helping a diverse industry of rural telcos “chart their own
courses” toward success and providing case studies that aim to stimulate thought and debate, the
Futures Task Force coalesced around one theme as well that it thought should be common—even if it
is not today—to all telcos: the need to pursue innovation aggressively through a dynamic and changing
sales culture.
“Nothing happens until somebody sells something.” Although
such words may clang as the arrogant or self-serving claims of
a sales department in the ears of those that work in operations
or other parts of the telecom industry, the Futures Task Force
asserts that there is much truth in this phrase. Without sales,
a company cannot grow and will have difficulty sustaining its
operations into the future. Thus, supporting a sales culture
and a sales organization that drives innovation is not just the
responsibility of the sales team—it is a core part of every
department and every employee within the rural telco.

Supporting a sales culture
and a sales organization that
drives innovation is not just
the responsibility of the sales
team—it is a core part of
every department and every
employee within the rural telco.

How does a telco develop a sales culture? It will not happen in a blink of an eye. It is a long and
deliberate progression. It needs to be well planned and well executed for staff to fully understand and
support the need for the change. Naysayers will exist, perhaps permanently. Some may never leave,
and others may convert to naysayers over time. But thoughtful execution is key to success, along with
an appropriate timeline to expect the transition to occur.
One way to start in considering such a changing of sales culture is to ask a fundamental question: if
one were coming in to take charge of a telco that did not have a proactive sales culture, what is the
first thing one would do to make the change? Ideas typically range from changing people to changing
processes, and in the rural telecom industry, one goal the Futures Task Force articulated was to attempt
to build a sales culture and related operation that assumed regulated support did not exist; while it
is recognized that this is not a practical reality in some areas to be served, to be sure, aiming toward
that goal may be an effective way of stimulating a more proactive sales and customer service culture
throughout the company.
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As a practical matter, the Futures Task Force suggests five specific areas to focus on when seeking to
innovate and advance through development of a more proactive sales culture.
1. Define sales culture and its importance in the organization. If telco leadership is unclear of
what a sales culture means, it cannot implement one within the staff. Clear expectations of a sales
culture often include quotas and a goal-driven sales team, operational key performance indicators
to support a sales team, and the notion that everyone in the company is involved in making sales
and customer service a success. An excellent and well-trained Sales Manager or a consulting group
that has transitioned organizations in the past toward a more proactive sales culture can help with
this if leadership believes additional resources are needed to define and drive such change.
2. Hire hungry, hungry people. When searching for the ideal sales representatives, they should
be hungry—people who are always looking to make more and do more. A company should look
to hire (and retain) the person that needs to sell more each month to continue to make more in
commission. Firms should consider structuring compensation in a way that challenges employees
to achieve their full potential to push sales, and ask questions that help identify this drive in the
interview process.
3. Sales people are not always good at detail. Get ready, Operations team! As successful sales
representatives are focused on closing deals and moving onto find the next one, that leaves little
time for details. Instead of fighting this tendency, rural telcos should recognize it is going to happen,
embrace it as part of a proactive sales culture and plan accordingly throughout the rest of the
organization. A prepared telco should identify an operational “go to person” for each sale to help
deliver on the promise that each sale represents, seeing it through collection of the details through
preparation of the order for activation. Communications with these operational teams and the rest
of the organization should highlight and recognize the value that each group brings to the table, to
minimize the prospects for frustration or surprise.
4. Develop marketing, campaigns and promotions 12 months in advance. Marketing plans are
key to being able to motivate a sales team with promotions and special incentives and otherwise
keep momentum high. An annual planning cycle with a “kickoff” event allows a telco the proper
amount of time to plan for and review goals for the sales team, and it enables company-wide
celebration of “big wins” against the prior year’s goals.
5. Sales culture requires a never-ending process. Implementing a sales culture is a job that is
never done. In addition to keeping sales representatives pointed in the right direction and motivated,
it is essential to help the rest of the organization to see that they share in sales success. In
particular, a new or greater focus on sales may cause resentment in other parts of the organization,
and the more that a telco can be prepared for such concerns and head them off by showing how
“the rising tide lifts all boats” and celebrating the efforts of many groups, the better the buy-in will be
across the organization.
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5. Conclusions: “Charting One’s Own Course”
Although the 1995 Futures Committee report presented
This report is presented not as
much like a 10-year strategic plan for rural telcos to consider
a prescribed course of action
during a time of impending competitive and technological
changes, those changes have clearly taken root in the
or singular strategic plan, but
telecommunications industry, and (along with ensuing shifts in
instead as identification of
consumer expectations and demands) this evolution made it
difficult, if not impossible, for the current Futures Task Force
various characteristics that may
to develop “one-size-fits-all” strategic planning guidance
map to individual company
for telcos in today’s environment. For these reasons, this
report is presented not as a prescribed course of action
challenges and issues and
or singular strategic plan, but instead as identification of
suggested opportunities for
various characteristics that may map to individual company
challenges and issues and suggested opportunities for firms
firms to consider in responding
to consider in responding to or even leveraging challenges
to or even leveraging challenges
before them. NTCA and the Futures Task Force hope that this
before them.
document drives productive conversations within and among
telcos regarding common concerns with respect to issues,
opportunities, lessons learned, and company culture shifts that can contribute to the successful
evolution of the rural telecommunications industry through 2028 and beyond.
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Matrix of Challenges and Opportunities
Overall Density of Areas Served
Competitive
& Consumer
Challenges/Issues

HIGH

Technological
Challenges/
Issues

Financial
(Nonregulatory)
Challenges/Issues

• Any competition
(fixed and/or
mobile) likely
higher in town/
suburbs.

• Fiber investment
critical to
compete with
any high-speed
alternatives.

• Access to capital
should be easier based
on better business
model.

• Marketing/other
challenges in
securing/retaining
customers.

• May require
multiple
technology
platforms,
even if small
company.

• Larger number
of Business
& Enterprise
customers
present
opportunities.

• ROW/permitting
issues to
deploy in more
populated areas.

• Rural areas likely
outweigh town
footprint.

MEDIUM

LOW

• Small operators could
have issues scaling to
demand.
• Managing costs and
retaining employees
in competitive
environment. Cost per
FTE could be driven
higher.

Regulatory
Challenges/Issues

Other Operational
Challenges/Issues

Opportunities

• Limited availability
of USF for serving
dense coverage
area; competitive
overlap could
create decrease in
support.

• Development of
proactive sales
culture is crucial
in competitive
markets.

• Opportunities
with municipal/
etc. economic
development
initiatives.

• Continual
evaluation of
new products/
services is
critical.

• Quicker ROI
for targeted
investment.

• Retaining
employees
in possible
competitive
environments.

• Less
competition
creates
opportunities
for product
development,
even growth.

• Higher-margin
business could
create a lower
reliance on
support revenues.
• Municipal
franchising/
permitting issues
possible.

• Fiber investment
likely in towns,
but rural area
footprint harder.
• Heavier residential
customer base
• Managing
relatively makes
multiple
business case
technology
tougher.
platforms likely
necessary.
• Higher
competition in
• ROW/permitting
town, less in
issues in
suburban areas.
deploying in
both towns and
across federal
lands (if any).

• Harder to attract
• Reliance on
capital. Longer
support revenues
payback and lower ROI.
would be higher,
but availability
• Difficulty of scale—
with budgets may
relatively small still.
be issue.
Must monitor FTE

• Rural areas likely
outweigh town
footprint.

• Harder to attract
capital. Longer
payback and low ROI.

• Fiber investment
likely in towns,
but rural area
footprint much
• Heavier residential
harder.
customer base
makes business
• Managing
case tougher.
multiple
technology
• Likely little to no
platforms likely
competition due
necessary.
to geography.

counts and train for
cross-functional teams.
• Access to highly skilled
workforce could be a
challenge.

• Difficulty of scale. Must
monitor FTE counts
and train for crossfunctional teams.
• Managing costs
operating across
wide area.
• ROI challenges given
rural serving area.
• Limited customer base.
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• ROW/permitting
issues in
deploying in both
towns and across
federal lands
(if any).

• Lower proportions
of business
customers will
increase reliance
on support/
regulated
revenue.
• Reforms and
support budget
caps will have
greater impact.

• Need to focus
on new lines of
business to stay
current.

• Attracting
and retaining
employees
in very rural
markets.
• Cross functional
teams would be
critical to longterm success.

• Greater
certainty
of revenue
projections.

• Smaller team
can most likely
be nimbler.
• Opportunities
to partner
with other
companies
could help
financial
viability.
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Addressable Market Size
(Including Reasonable Opportunities for Geographic Expansion)
Competitive
& Consumer
Challenges/Issues

VERY
SMALL

Technological
Challenges/
Issues

Financial
(Nonregulatory)
Challenges/Issues

• Very few
customers to
split between few
competitors
(if any exist).

• Availability
of quality
employee pool
for new hires/
retention issues.

• Prospect of smart
grid expansion.

• Probably more
rural, more
investment
required for
plant and
backhaul.

• Likely little real
data regarding
customers
available.
• Little availability
to market to
noncustomers.

Regulatory
Challenges/Issues

Other Operational
Challenges/Issues

• More investment
required for plant and
backhaul vs number
of customers served
with plant.

• Availability of new
revenue streams
limited by small
addressable
market.

• Lack of ability to scale
for less dense regions.

• Reliance on vendors
for most regulatory
functions if not big
enough to staff
in-house.

• With small
amount of
customers,
difficult to stay
independent
unless covering
large geographic
area, which
brings own
challenges.

• USF recovery
limited for new
builds to new
locations—may
hinder business
case for buildout/
upgrade/expansion.

• Little leverage
to negotiate
contracts
with vendors/
suppliers for
more favorable
rates.

• Regulatory
expenses to serve a
very small group of
customers can be
cost prohibitive.

• Harder to attract/
retain technical
and other
qualified staff.

• Availability of new
revenue streams
limited by small
addressable
market.
• Reliance on vendors
for most regulatory
functions if not big
enough to staff
in-house.

• With small
amount of
customers,
difficult to stay
independent
unless covering
large geographic
area, which
brings own
challenges.

• USF recovery
limited for new
builds to new
locations—may
hinder business
case for buildout/
upgrade/expansion.

• Little leverage
to negotiate
contracts
with vendors/
suppliers for
more favorable
rates.

• New revenue streams
limited by small
customer base.
• Cost to roll out new
products to limited
customer base.
• Rural areas not likely
growing.

• Difficultly of scale
for less dense
regions.

• Dependent upon
limited business
sectors, if any.
• Limited financing
options.

• Very few
customers to
split between few
competitors
(if any exist).

SMALL

• Availability
of quality
employee pool
for new hires/
retention issues.

• More investment
required for plant and
backhaul vs. number
of customers served
with plant.

• May be just
• Fairly rural,
• Lack of ability to scale
enough market to
more investment
for less dense regions.
attract competitors,
required for
• New revenue streams
but perhaps not
plant and
limited by small
enough to support
backhaul.
customer base.
2 networks.
• Cost to roll out new
• Prospect of smart
products to limited
grid expansion.
customer base.
• No real data
• Rural areas not likely
regarding
growing.
customers
•
Dependent upon
available.
limited business
• Little availability
sectors, if any.
to market to non• Limited financing
customers.
options.
• Difficultly of scale
for less dense
regions.
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• Harder to attract/
retain technical
and other
qualified staff.

Opportunities
• Nimble—easier to
share resources,
vendors, staff or
switching, etc.
• Desire to share
resources/expenses
may make partnering
with others easier—
other telcos and other
entities (electric co-ops,
municipalities, etc.).
• Small communities can
help foster customer
loyalty.
• Proactive mergers or
joint telco management
agreements.
• Potential for micro
loans, grants and EDC
partnerships in rural
depressed areas.
• Easier to share
resources.
• Desire to share
resources/expenses
may make partnering
with others easier—
other telcos and other
entities (electric co-ops,
municipalities, etc.).
• Small communities can
help foster customer
loyalty.
• Proactive mergers or
joint telco management
agreements.
• Potential for micro
loans, grants and EDC
partnerships in rural
depressed areas.
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Addressable Market Size
(Including Reasonable Opportunities for Geographic Expansion)
Competitive
& Consumer
Challenges/Issues
• More competition
but still small
marketing
opportunities.
• Prospect of smart
grid expansion.
MEDIUM

LARGE

VERY
LARGE

• If fast-growing,
investment may
not match pace of
growth.

Technological
Challenges/
Issues

Financial
(Nonregulatory)
Challenges/Issues

• Availability
of quality
employee pool
for new hires/
retention issues.

• Are there enough
customers for new
services? Breakeven
may be harder to hit
with fewer customers,
but demand high
enough to warrant
adding products.

• More
competition
means upkeep
to latest
technologies.

• Does sharing
resources and staff
makes sense? Difficult
call at this scope.

• Marketing may be
costly for reach.

• More services
needed to
compete where
payoff may not
be there.

• Lots of
competition, mix of
technologies.

• More
competition
means upkeep
to latest
technologies.

• Cities large enough
for robust economic
development
programs—can be a
pro or a con.

• More services
needed to
compete (i.e.,
video) where
payoff may not
be there.

• Cost/revenue per
customer more critical
in higher density/more
competitive area.

• Great competition
from multiple
technologies.

• Must have latest
technologies to
compete/grow.

• If fast-growing,
investment may
not match pace of
growth.

• Must keep
service mix
fresh and up to
date.

• Cities large enough
for robust economic
development
programs—can be a
pro or a con.

• If fast-growing,
investment may
not match pace of
growth.

Regulatory
Challenges/Issues

Other Operational
Challenges/Issues

• Reliance on vendors
for most regulatory
functions if not big
enough to staff
in-house.

• Capability/scale
to do things on
own rather than
need partners/
collaborators.

• USF recovery
limited for new
builds to new
locations—may
hinder business
case for buildout/
upgrade/expansion.

• Capability
to negotiate
contracts
with vendors/
suppliers
can present
challenges.

• Dependent upon
limited business
sectors, if any.

• Cost/revenue per
customer more critical
in higher density/more
competitive area.
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Opportunities
• Desire to share
resources/expenses
may make partnering
with others easier—
other telcos and other
entities (electric co-ops,
municipalities, etc.)
• Smaller communities
may help foster
customer loyalty.

• More competition
for highly skilled
workforce.
• Prospect for
multi-jurisdiction
regulatory
challenges, playing
by different rules
in different areas/
states.

• More competition
for highly skilled
workforce.

• Many opportunities for
new customers, new
partnerships, etc.
• Greater need to work
with and acceptance
of newer technologies
platforms—smart
home, OTT Video, etc.
• Proactive management
of overhead costs—
staffing, benefits,
etc.—can create
readiness to leap at
opportunities.

• Prospect for
multi-jurisdiction
regulatory
challenges, playing
by different rules
in different areas/
states.

• More competition
for highly skilled
workforce.

• Many opportunities for
new customers, new
partnerships, etc.
• Greater need to work
with and acceptance
of newer technologies
platforms—smart
home, OTT Video, etc.
• Proactive management
of overhead costs—
staffing, benefits,
etc.—can create
readiness to leap at
opportunities.
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Company Size (Total Revenues)
Competitive
& Consumer
Challenges/Issues
• Generalized staff
expertise—“jack
of all trades,
master of none.”
• Lack of
purchasing
power, bulk
rates, specials
or access to
latest consumer
technology, IOT.
VERY
SMALL

• Potential for
substantial
competitive
overlap or even
takeover is
greater depending
upon market
factors.
• Product
development
done with shared
resources;
reliance on top
down vendor
enhancements to
drive products.
• Customer may
perceive very
small company,
dismiss technical
capability.

SMALL

• Limited to no
staff resources
to commit
to consumer
changes/
demands.

Technological Challenges/Issues
• Staffing back
up and depth
problems.
• Heavy reliance
on expensive
outsourcing for
expertise not on
hand.
• Increasing
operational
overhead.

• Limited staff
expertise,
with no
potential
for staff
growth and
development
without
outsourcing.

• Lack of
purchasing
power and
increasing
maintenance
costs from
suppliers.

• Limited Staff
Expertise,
with minimal
potential
for staff
growth and
development.
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Regulatory
Challenges/
Issues

• Smaller company
size comes
with minimal
expansion into
new services
without outside
partnerships.

• Heavy reliance
on group
and national
representation
to be heard.

• Access to
capital and loan
requirements are
tightening, harder
to get without
significant
collateral/assets,
or financial
predictability.

• Potential for
substantial
competitive
overlap or
even takeover
is greater
depending upon
market factors.

• Minimal industry
diversification if
small geographic
footprint, or
company size.

• Heavy reliance
on vendor
enhancements,
developments.
• Network reach
and resources
may be limited
(distribution and
long-haul).

Financial
(Nonregulatory)
Challenges/Issues

• Generally fewer
opportunities for
diversification
outside the
industry without
partnerships.
• Vendor industry
moving to OPEX
model.

• Pressure to
consolidate.

• Heavy reliance
on outsourcing
to keep up
with regulatory
changes and
requirements.

Other Operational
Challenges/Issues

Opportunities

• Attracting/
retaining
employees.

• Small/Nimble,
easier to adapt/
change—if willing.

• Not large
enough to be
considered
when resource
sharing,
collaboration/
partnership, or
consolidation
tactics are under
consideration.

• Greater
connectivity and
cloud computing
offering more
options than
before.

• Staff sharing
and operational
cross-training
opportunities
minimized.

• Shift to a shared
management
and operational
resources helps
operational
efficiencies.
• Communications
with staff and
customer often
easier, sometimes
too easy.

• Regulatory
burdens higher
on a per
customer basis.
• Attracting/
retaining
employees.
• Limited impacts/
sway when
resource
sharing,
collaboration/
partnership, or
consolidation
tactics are under
consideration.
• Staff sharing
and operational
cross-training
opportunities
minimized.

• Right size to have
some meaningful
collaboration
drivers/sway.
• Cloud-based
providers allow
smaller telcos to
enter new lines
of business more
easily.
• Shift to a shared
management
or staffing
resources with
neighboring or
like-sized/natured
companies.
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Company Size (Total Revenues)
Competitive
& Consumer
Challenges/Issues
• Large enough
to attract
competition but
small enough to
lack significant
resources to
compete.
• Company
resources shared
between multiple
services and
business units.
MEDIUM

Technological Challenges/Issues
• Not big enough company size to
get many bulk discounts or pricing
considerations.
• Increasing operational overhead/
maintenance along with potential
pressure on consumer pricing.
• Staffing back up and depth could
be a problem in some areas.
• Technological changes and
advancements may require more
monitoring than company is
capable of handling

• Difficulty keeping
up with consumer • Technical staff turnover typically
grows as company size grows.
demands, online
content, and
traditional video
content and costs.

Financial
(Nonregulatory)
Challenges/Issues

Regulatory
Challenges/
Issues

• Financing
requirements are
tightening, harder
to get without
collateral/assets.

• Heavy reliance
on group
and national
representation
to be heard.

• Less financial
diversity within
communications
industry footprint.

• Pressure to
consolidate.

• Vendor industry
moving to OPEX
model.
• In the middle
of the pack for
consolidation
or partnership
opportunities.

• Potential for
substantial
competitive
overlap or
even takeover
is greater
depending upon
market factors.

Other Operational
Challenges/Issues
• Attracting/
retaining
employees.
• Limited impacts/
sway when
resource
sharing,
collaboration/
partnership, or
consolidation
tactics are under
consideration—
“stuck in the
middle.”

Opportunities
• Good spot for
collaboration
given combination
of nimble
company with
access to larger
capital reserves
than many others.
• Opportunities
for shared
management/
resources with
neighboring
telcos.
• More likely to
keep expertise
and strike balance
with need for
outsourcing.

• Heavy reliance
on outsourcing
to keep up
with regulatory
changes and
requirements.
• Regulatory
burdens higher
on a per
customer basis.

LARGE

• Difficulty keeping • Increasing maintenance costs from
up with consumer
suppliers.
demands, online
• •Increasing operational overhead/
content, and
maintenance along with pressure
traditional video
on consumer pricing.
content and costs.
• Technological changes and
• Difficulty
advancements may require more
managing small
monitoring than company is
community feel
capable of handling (e.g., 24/7
and touch with
NOC?).
larger company
• Technical staff turnover typically
scope and scale.
grows as company size grows.
Hometown
community
• Small changes in vendor capability
reach in many
mean big changes for larger
hometowns.
companies due to scale.
• Consistent brand, • Supply chain management
message and
is critical and sometimes
communication is
cumbersome.
harder the bigger
the company size.
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• Vendor Industry
moving to OPEX
model.
• Larger companies
typically mean
larger projects
and need for
capital to stay
current/ahead of
competition.

• Likely multiple
state regulatory
requirements
and sometimes
holding
company
considerations.
• Different study
areas within
same holding
company could
require different
regulatory
considerations
and strategies.

• Attracting/
retaining
employees
easier than
smaller
companies, but
still an issue in
rural markets.
• Larger rural
company usually
means large
geographic
spread of
operations
locations and
offices.

• Larger companies
could capitalize
on operational
efficiencies
or practices
as revenue
opportunities with
smaller or likesized telcos.
• Significant
opportunities
for shared
management/
resources with
neighboring
telcos.
• More likely to
keep expertise
and strike balance
with need for
outsourcing,
subject to
competitive
marketplace.
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Relative Ratio—Business:Residential Customers
Competitive
& Consumer
Challenges/Issues

HIGH

• Significant
likelihood of
attracting
competition.

• Increase in need
for technical
skilled labor and
sales force.

• Marketing/
sales challenges
as providers
compete.

• Additional
CapEx and
OpEx required
for government
and enterprise
customers.

• Increased cost
of customer
acquisition and
customer care
due to SLAs.

• Greater likelihood
of attracting
competition.

MEDIUM

• Potential increase
in marketing cost
in approaching
different market
groups.

• Little opportunity
to grow enterprise
segment.
• Long return on
investment.
LOW

Technological
Challenges/
Issues

• If existing market,
ability/desire to
innovate.
• If new market,
difficulty in
penetrating and
creating scale.

Financial
(Nonregulatory)
Challenges/Issues

Regulatory
Challenges/Issues

• Lower market
penetration and
revenue due to
likely increased
competition.

• Burdens
associated
with navigating
state and local
permitting.

• Need to work through
costs of securing
permitting to build
and operate in cities
and towns.

• Availability of
support unlikely
considering
market dynamics
(likely competitive
providers/lower
costs).
• Change in support
could change
funding from key
accounts (E-Rate).

• Increased cost
in supporting
multiple
platforms
(vendors) to
meet varying
residential
and enterprise
needs.

• Potential cost
increase in capital for
plant design to serve
different market
groups.

• In new markets,
local government
may impose
conditions upon
build/access.

• Need to work through
costs of securing
permitting to build
and operate in cities
and towns.

• Burdens
associated
with navigating
state and local
permitting.

• Potentially
requires a
different
business model
and platform to
cost effectively
serve some
low-revenue
residential
locations.

• Longer ROI
(if any at all).

• Higher percentage
of residential
customers could
increase reliance
on support/
regulated revenue.
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• Inelastic consumer
retail rate tolerance.
• Limited access to
capital for purely
residential/rural
builds.

Other Operational
Challenges/Issues
• Rapid growth
could cause
strain on staffing
requirements
(cost of
employee
acquisition).
• Market
location—
may result in
increased cost
for services or
requirement
to duplicate
services.
• Risk in
technology shift
and market
disruptors.
• Diverse
marketing plans.
• Staffing and
training to
handle two
different market
segments.
• Risk in
technology shift
and market
disruptors.
• Risk in
technology shift
and market
disruptors.
• Lack of contract
may result in
customer churn.
• Market may
support only a
single provider.

Opportunities
• ARPU growth.
• Quicker
potential
ROI and
profitability.
• Lower OpEx
per customer.
• Build out of
additional
facilities that
may provide
alternative
revenue
generating
opportunities.

• Balance
of market
between
residential
and business
may provide
greatest risk
mitigation
due to
diversification.

• Less risk
of extreme
revenue
reversal due
to broader
subscriber
base.
• First to market
is advantage,
due to weak
ROI.
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Competitor Presence
Competitive
& Consumer
Challenges/Issues
• Are consumers
getting the
services they
need?

NONE

• Overcoming/
constantly
challenging
“monopoly
mentality.”

Technological
Challenges/Issues
• Finding incentive
and capability
to upgrade
existing networks
in advance of
competition
manifesting.

Financial
(Nonregulatory)
Challenges/Issues
• High cost of fiber
buildout to firm up
presence in market.
• Scale as compared
to larger competitor;
ability be nimble
in event of smaller
competitor.

Regulatory
Challenges/Issues

Other Operational
Challenges/Issues

• High regulatory
compliance costs.

• Motivating
workforce.

• Budget controls,
significant
changes to cost
and regulatory
instability.

• Finding
incentives to
serve customers
well.
• Need to monitor
for inefficiency
in processes.
• Staying current
on best
practices and
products.

• Transition from
order takers to
proactive sales
organizations.
• Recognizing
and preparing
strategies for
best of breed
market pricing
and product
trends, perhaps
differentiated by
area.
LIMITED/
SOME
OVERLAP

• Ability to offer
compelling
services and
bundles to
compete.

• Finding incentive
and capability to
upgrade existing
networks in noncompetitive areas.
• Managing
potentially
different platforms
in different parts
of market.
• Offering
capabilities and
attractive pricing
to consumers.
• Techs must
be desirous
and capable of
providing services
and products
beyond the
demark.
• Increase
capabilities in
IT—consider
newly available
hardware and
software tools
to help drive
efficiency in areas
that are costly to
service.
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• Access to capital may
be more difficult due
to higher financial
risk, particularly if
competitor serves
denser population
only.

• Unsubsidized
competitor and
disaggregation of
costs.

• Scale as compared
to larger competitor;
ability to be nimble
in event of smaller
competitor.

• Unequal treatment
for tariff filings visà-vis competitor,
time to market for
new services.

• Higher compliance
costs that likely
competitor.

• Becoming more
• Budget controls,
efficient to align costs
significant
with competitor.
changes to cost
and regulatory
instability.

• Driving customer
focused culture/
strategy
throughout
organization.
• Increased
training for sales
representatives,
customer
service staff.
• Ensuring
network and
customer
services are
unique &
superior to
competitor—
and balancing
across different
areas.

Opportunities
• Customer service can
engender loyalty and
keep market.
• Make sure network is
cutting-edge/up-todate to retain market.
• Upgrading network
can be a great
opportunity to
increase ARPU.

• Customer service
can engender loyalty
and keep market,
leveraging good
service experience in
noncompetitive areas
too.
• Make sure network
is cutting-edge/upto-date to compete/
contrast with lesser
network of competitor.
• Upgrading network
can be a great
opportunity to
increase ARPU.
• Prospect of exiting
higher-cost areas
where customers are
already served and if
no support there any
longer (e.g., WISP
competition)?
• New IT tools,
increased sales/
marketing efforts, and
different technology
strategies can yield
benefits, generate
new insights and
create efficiencies
across business.
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Competitor Presence
Competitive
& Consumer
Challenges/Issues
• Transition from
order takers to
proactive sales
organizations.
• Ability to offer
compelling
services and
bundles to
compete.
• Recognizing
and preparing
strategies for best
of breed market
pricing and
product trends.

SUBSTANTIAL/
TOTAL
OVERLAP

Technological
Challenges/Issues
• 5G wireless, WISP,
even satellite
may marginalize
customers served
over copper
networks.
• Building/
maintaining
network to be
better/faster than
competitor.
• Offering
capabilities and
attractive pricing
to consumers.

• Develop strategies • Techs must
that can compete
be desirous
while not losing
and capable of
company culture
providing services
and commitment
and products
to customers.
beyond the
demark.
• Increase
capabilities in
IT—consider
newly available
hardware and
software tools
to help drive
efficiency in areas
that are costly to
service.
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Financial
(Nonregulatory)
Challenges/Issues
• Access to capital
may be more difficult
in fully competitive
marketplace.
• Scale as compared
to larger competitor;
ability to be nimble
in event of series of
smaller competitors.

Regulatory
Challenges/Issues

Other Operational
Challenges/Issues

• Unsubsidized
competitor with
limited/no ability
for disaggregation
of costs.

• Driving customer
focused culture/
strategy
throughout
organization.

• Still high(er)
regulatory
compliance costs?

• Increased
training for sales
representatives,
customer
service staff.

• Unequal treatment
for tariff filings,
rate cases,
impacting time to
market for new
• Becoming more
services.
efficient to align costs
with competitor.
• Budget controls,
significant
• Managing new and
changes to cost
more aggressive
and regulatory
pricing and product
instability.
positioning strategies.
• Loss of end-user
revenues due to
churn.

• Ensuring
network and
customer
services are
unique &
superior to
competitor.
• Managing
employee
expectations in
a competitive
marketplace.

Opportunities
• Forced efficiency and
enhanced service
offerings to compete
can make for more
resilient, compelling
company.
• Substantial
competition forces
resourcefulness
and can drive
necessary changes in
organization as well
as foster expansion
strategies into other
markets.
• Make sure network
is cutting-edge/upto-date to compete/
contrast with lesser
network of competitor.
• Upgrading network
can be a great
opportunity to
increase ARPU.
• Greater flexibility
to “pick spots” for
service provision
depending upon
market need/
challenges.
• New IT tools,
increased sales/
marketing efforts, and
different technology
strategies can yield
benefits, generate
new insights, and
create efficiencies
across business.
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Reliance on Support/Regulated Revenues
Competitive
& Consumer
Challenges/Issues
• Market driven
flexibility in pricing,
products, and
services.

NONE

• Most likely serving
a competitive
market of varying
degrees, cost to
build must be
lower than average
rural carriers and
therefore density
will likely be more
favorable in the
market.
• More likely serving
competitive
market(s).

LOW

• Ability to be more
flexible in pricing/
product offering.

• Ability to be
somewhat flexible
with pricing/
product offering.
MEDIUM

HIGH

• Less likely to have
competition in a
large portion of
serving area.

• Reliance on
support and the
pricing restrictions
that go with it likely
limit flexibility in
pricing/product
offering.
• Unlikely to have
larger aggressive
competitors in the
majority area of
these markets.

Financial
(Nonregulatory)
Challenges/Issues

Technological
Challenges/Issues
• No guarantee of ROI
without regulated
support.
• No support for
investment in
replacement or
the upgrading of
infrastructure due
to age, damage
or poor technical
product decisions.

• Little support allows
for a small safety
net for bad technical
decisions.
• Limited flexibility
in service offerings
over plant
depending upon
level of regulation.
• Somewhat limited
in the ability to
offer nonregulated
offerings due to
settlement impact
(cost allocation).
• Investment in robust
technical network
offers certain ROI.

• Greater access to
nongovernmental
sourced capital,
but % cost of
capital may be
greater, and
covenants may be
more stringent.
• Predictable
forecasting
without regulatory
uncertainty,
although customer
churn and other
market factors
present.

Regulatory
Challenges/Issues

Other Operational
Challenges/Issues

• No negative impact.

• Market-based challenges

• Minimal cost
involved in ensuring
accurate and
optimized cost
allocation.

• Other lines of business are
likely operating or available.

• Less dependence
on regulatory
consultants.

• Operational costs are
carried by the consumers,
increases would be directly
impactful to the customer’s
bill and/or the bottom line.

• Reductions
in associated
accounting and
staff education
costs.

• Complexities that come
with a diverse product and
service offering.

• Decent access to
nongovernmental
sourced capital,
but % cost of
capital may be
greater, and
covenants may be
more stringent.

• Low impact.

• Market-based challenges

• Need general
awareness of
rule changes and
potential impact to
your business, but
those changes may
not be as impactful
as cost recoveryrelated regulation.

• More flexibility in business
and operations due to less
dependency.

• Options likely
more limited
to government
sourced capital
with outside
sources unlikely
due to regulatory
uncertainty.
Outside financing
may be available
in situations.

• Support
mechanisms would
play a major role in
the success of the
business and would
be a major driver in
all decisions.

• Maximizing regulated
revenues while growing or
adding new nonregulated
revenues.

• Nonregulated
services—
Wireless, IT, DC,
TV—could strap
your use of existing
assets due to cost
allocation impacts
on regulated plant.

• Options likely
• Very susceptible to
limited to
regulatory changes,
government
business decisions
sourced capital,
are more regulatory
and outside
evaluations.
sources unlikely
• Regulatory changes
due to financial
in funding/
forecasting with
cost recovery
the constraints
• Investment in robust
mechanisms
of regulatory
technical network
could be severely
uncertainty and
infrastructure offers
impactful.
low, long-term ROI.
a level of certain ROI
in this environment.
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• Complexities that come
with a diverse product and
service offering.

• Controlling operational costs
through new efficiencies
and/or subsidiary to create a
new embedded cost base.

• Nearly every decision is
based on regulatory impact,
not just market factors.
• Reductions in support have
direct impact on policies and
procedures of the company.
• Growing scale, partnering,
joint efforts, trimming
costs, increasing
efficiency and ultimately
reducing the reliance on
regulated revenue must be
considered.

Opportunities
• Operator
“controls” own
destiny with
planning, ability
to execute and
access to capital.
• Opportunities
could be
evaluated on
a business
model basis. No
restrictions of
regulation would
provide for more
flexibility.
• Excellent position
to capitalize on
opportunities,
with limited
concern for
regulated
revenue impacts.

• Reliance on
support may
require/drive
diversification
planning and
willingness to
explore new
opportunities
(even if limited in
nature/scope).
• Previously
unexplored
products,
services, and
new lines of
business could
prove to be
opportunities for
growth previously
overlooked due
to “safety net”
of regulated
support.
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APPENDIX C
MEMBERS OF THE FUTURES
TASK FORCE

Seth Arndorfer, Dakota Carrier Network

Catherine Moyer, Pioneer Communications

William Bradford, United Communications

Christine O’Connor, Alaska Telephone
Association

Chad Bullock, West Central Telephone
Association

Jennifer Otwell, Totelcom Communications

Shilah Butler, Copper Valley Telecom

Ross Petrick, Alliance Communications

Craig Cook, Hill Country Telephone Cooperative

Craig Smith, MGW Telephone

Eric Cramer, Wilkes Communications

Jonathan West, Twin Lakes Telephone
Cooperative

Dustin Durden, Pineland Telephone Cooperative
Paul Hauer, Consolidated Business Services
Jeff Leslie, ITS Telecom
Dan Lindgren, Ketchikan Public Utilities
Kevin McGuire, Enhanced
Telecommunications Corp.
Jason Miller, Delhi Telephone Co.
Stephen Milner, Planters Telephone Cooperative
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Kristi Westbrock, Consolidated
Telecommunications Co.
Jason Williams, Blackfoot Communications
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